NSAG meeting notes from 9 April 2019:

Attending:
Greg, Rich
Gail, Kerry, John, Judy

Updates from Greg:

- HSBC:
  - Two years (nearly) of experience now:
    - ~2450 people went through CE the first year
    - ~1800 people went through CE the second year - numbers expected to continue to drop
  - Shelter has housed (PSH) roughly 110 people this fiscal year
- New services expected to move to the shelter June 2020
  - Shelter expects to have room since avg number of people staying is slowly falling as expected
- Armory construction should start soon
- Broadway reconstruction - status unknown
- Minor construction at Shelter for EV charging station
- United Day of Caring is this Friday: expect cleanup around Shelter grounds

Concerns/discussion from neighborhood:

- (Gail) ending walk up breakfast was one of the "best things" the shelter has done
- Minor concerns about trash north of the shelter
- Otherwise no concerns

--
Richard Hall